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Abstract
Given (1) a set of clauses T in some first-order lan-
guage L and (2) a cost function c : BL → R+,
mapping each ground atom in the Herbrand base
BL to a non-negative real, then the problem of
finding a minimal cost Herbrand model is to either
find a Herbrand model I of T which is guaranteed
to minimise the sum of the costs of true ground
atoms, or establish that there is no Herbrand model
for T . A branch-cut-and-price integer program-
ming (IP) approach to solving this problem is pre-
sented. Since the number of ground instantiations
of clauses and the size of the Herbrand base are
both infinite in general, we add the corresponding
IP constraints and IP variables ‘on the fly’ via ‘cut-
ting’ and ‘pricing’ respectively. In the special case
of a finite Herbrand base we show that adding all
IP variables and constraints from the outset can be
advantageous, showing that a challenging Markov
logic network MAP problem can be solved in this
way if encoded appropriately.
Keywords: integer programming, first-order logic,
logic programming, Markov logic networks
1 Introduction
A (pure) integer programming (IP) problem consists of the
following: (1) a set of problem variables with upper and
lower bounds, some of which (perhaps all) are constrained
to take integer values, (2) an objective function which is a
linear function of the variables and (3) linear constraints on
the variables. The goal of an IP solver is to find a solution
that satisfies all constraints and maximises (or minimises) the
objective function. Decades of work on the theory, practice
and implementation of IP solvers means that they are often
the method of choice for solving hard (NP-hard) constrained
optimisation problems.
IP problems are presented to IP solvers either via an API
(the Gurobi solver [4] has APIs for 6 programming lan-
guages) or using some standard format or modelling language
such as ZIMPL [5] or AMPL [1]. In the constraint program-
ming community MiniZinc [7] is used. Modelling languages
provide a ‘template’ approach where the user can declare
many variables and constraints in a compact way. For ex-
ample, in the ZIMPL language
set I := { 1 .. 100 };
var x[I] integer >= 2 <= 18;
var y[I] real;
declares 100 integer variables 100 real-valued variables and
subto fo: forall<i> in I: x[i] <= 2*y[i];
declares 100 linear constraints. This compact representation
is then ‘unrolled’ into an explicit list of variables and con-
straints, so that the problem presented to the solver is exactly
as if the user had laboriously listed all variables and con-
straints explicitly in the first place. This unrolling is done
by either creating a large input file (in say, ‘lp’ format) or is
done internally by the solver. For example, the SCIP solver
[2] directly accepts problems defined in the ZIMPL language.
In this paper we use first-order logic as the modelling lan-
guage and use it to describe problems which cannot, in gen-
eral, be represented by unrolling since this would result in
infinitely many IP variables and constraints. By way of in-
troduction we first consider the special case (first-order lan-
guages without function symbols) where a first-order repre-
sentation can be unrolled.
2 First-order logic as a template language
It is easy to use first-order logic to define a standard IP prob-
lem with finitely many variables and constraints. We can
write a logic program (in e.g. Prolog) to define a predicate
linear/4 using Prolog clauses like this:
linear(LHS,Coeffs,Var,RHS) :-
foo(LHS,Coeffs,Var,RHS).
linear(LHS,Coeffs,Var,RHS) :-
bar(LHS,Coeffs,Var,RHS).
and the use Prolog’s findall/3 meta-predicate to find all
ground instances of linear(LHS,Coeffs,Var,RHS)
which are logically entailed by the logic program. (Through-
out this paper logical variables will have an initial upper case
letter and constants, function and predicate symbols will have
an initial lower case letter.) Each such ground instance will
represent a linear constraint in the IP. Other predicates can
be written to similarly generate IP variables together with
their bounds and objective coefficients. Many IP solvers go
beyond pure IP and allow non-linear (e.g. quadratic) con-
straints. Such constraints can be defined analogously to the
linear ones. Note that the variables and constraints of the IP
are represented as ground terms in the problem-defining logic
program.
2.1 Encoding MLNMAP problems
Using first-order language as a template language is partic-
ularly convenient when using IP to solve MAP problems for
Markov logic networks (MLNs). An MLN is a “a finite set
of pairs (Fi, wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where each Fi is a clause in
function-free first-order logic and wi ∈ R.” [9]. Since the
clauses are function-free the number of ground atoms in the
first-order language implicitly defined by the MLN is finite.
An MLN defines a probability for each Herbrand interpre-
tation I as follows: P (I) = 1
Z
exp (
∑n
i=1 wini(I)) where
ni(I) is the number of groundings of formula Fi which are
true in I and Z is a normalising constant. The MAP problem
for MLNs is to find argmaxI P (I|e) where e is evidence, a
(possibly empty) set of ground atoms with fixed truth values
(true or false). In other words the goal is to find the most
probable interpretation (Herbrand model) which is consistent
with the evidence.
Similarly to the ROCKIT system [9] we will construct
an IP where there is a one-one correspondence between
non-evidence ground atoms in the Herbrand base and bi-
nary variables in the IP. We will present our encod-
ing by example using the LP (‘link prediction’) MLN
which can be downloaded from the TUFFY [8] web-
site. The following weighted clause from the LP MLN:
0.749 : ¬publication(A3, A1) ∨ ¬publication(A3, A2) ∨
samePerson∨advisedBy(A1, A2)∨advisedBy(A2, A1) is
encoded as follows:
cons(lit(p,cb(19,A1,A2)),and,
[lit(n,advisedBy(A1,A2)),
lit(n,advisedBy(A2,A1))]) :-
guard(19,A1,A2,[_A3]).
guard(19,A1,A2,[A3]) :-
publication(A3,A1), publication(A3,A2),
not samePerson(A1,A2).
These 2 Prolog clauses says that for any grounding
{A1/a1, A2/a2, A3/a3}which satisfies the guard/4 pred-
icate this constraint:
cb(19,a1,a2) <->
˜advisedBy(a1,a2) & ˜advisedBy(a2,a1)
should be added to the IP. This constraint states that the
binary variable cb(19,a1,a2) is true (takes value 1)
iff both advisedBy(a1,a2) and advisedBy(a2,a1)
are false. Both the SCIP and Gurobi solvers accept
AND constraints, like this. (SCIP internally creates lin-
ear constraints from AND constraints, presumably Gurobi
does also.) In the LP MLN publication/2 and
samePerson/2 are evidence predicates: the truth value
of every one of their ground instances are fixed. This
is represented in our IP-defining Prolog program by sim-
ply adding those publication/2 facts which are true.
In the case of samePerson/2 we add the single clause
samePerson(X,X) rather than adding the 68 facts like
samePerson("Person319", "Person319") which
are present in the original encoding of the problem.
Our encoding reflects the fact that we are only interested in
groundings of the MLN clause which are not satisfied due to
evidence ground atoms having a clause-satisfying truth value.
The encoding states that for each such grounding where
advisedBy(a1,a2) and advisedBy(a2,a1) have
the ‘wrong’ truth values (are false) then cb(19,a1,a2)
has to be true. cb(19,a1,a2) is a penalty atom (cb
stands for ‘clause broken’) so must have a positive cost. This
means that in any optimal solution it will have value 1 only if
forced to do so by the values of advisedBy(a1,a2) and
advisedBy(a2,a1). This is why we can have an AND
(‘iff’) constraint rather than a weaker ‘if’ constraint.
To get the correct cost it is necessary to count how
many {A1/a1, A2/a2, A3/a3} groundings correspond to
cb(19,a1,a2). This can be achieved as follows:
cost(cb(19,A1,A2),Cost) :-
setof(X,guard(19,A1,A2,X),Sols),
length(Sols,Count),
Cost is Count * 0.749123.
The main features of our chosen encoding have now been
illustrated—most otherMLN clauses are encoded just like the
example just given. Note that when an MLN clause has only
one non-evidence literal in it then the resulting AND con-
straints are of the form cb <-> lit, i.e. equations. This
allows pre-processing to remove the penalty atom (and the
AND constraint) from the problem.
The following MLN clause (clause 10) from the LP exam-
ple: 0.385 : samePerson(A2, A3)∨¬advisedBy(A1, A3)∨
¬advisedBy(A1, A2) cannot be so pre-processed away and
will lead to many AND constraints in the IP. However, since
the predicate samePerson/2 is just equality in disguise it
has a special structure which can be exploited. This clause
states that for any a1 there should be a penalty of 0.384788
for each ordered pair (a2,a3) of distinct individuals where
both advisedBy(a1,a3) and advisedBy(a1,a2)
are true. If n is the number of facts (in a candidate model)
which unify with advisedBy(a1,_) then the number of
such pairs is simply n2 − n. So we encode clause 10 by one
linear constraint (to compute n) and one quadratic constraint
(to compute n2 − n).
The resulting IP contains 30,243 variables and 44,609 con-
straints. However, after pre-processing we end up with only
7,108 variables and 2,484 constraints. Using the SCIP solver
the IP is solved to optimality in 26.3 seconds (including 4.4
seconds for pre-processing) using a single core of a 1.7GHz
laptop. The optimal model found has 60 ground atoms set to
true. In contrast, as reported by Noessner et al [9] none of the
4 MLN systems ROCKIT [9], TheBeast [10], TUFFY [8] or
ALCHEMY [6] were able to solve this problem to optimality
(or even to a 0.1% gap) within 1 hour.
The key to solving this particular problem is dealing with
clause 10 properly. If clause 10 is omitted both ROCKIT and
our approach solve the problem very quickly, both returning
the same optimal solution (with 273 ground atoms set to true).
Using the version of ROCKIT available via the ROCKIT web
interface, with clause 10 included ROCKIT does find an op-
timal solution (with 60 true ground atoms) after 424 seconds
but is unable to establish that it is optimal.
The version of the LP MLN considered so far contains
24 MLN clauses [9, Table 4] and excludes 2 MLN formu-
lae which are weighted (i.e. not hard) formulae containing
existentially quantified variables. This is because ROCKIT
cannot handle such formulae. However, we can, for exam-
ple encoding this formula: −1.23183 : ∃Y ¬professor(X) ∨
advisedBy(Y,X) ∨ hasPosition(X, “Faculty visiting”)
like this:
cons(lit(n,cb(26,X)),and,Lits) :-
professor(X),
\+ hasPosition(X,"Faculty_visiting"),
findall(lit(n,advisedBy(Y,X)),person(Y)
,Lits).
The IP resulting from adding in the two missing existentially
quantified formula is solved by SCIP in 29 seconds.
3 The minimal cost Herbrand model problem
The basic idea of the current paper is that the template ap-
proach described in Section 2 can be extended to the case
where the logic program defines an IP with infinitely many
variables and constraints. Evidently, in this case, the simple
‘grounding out’ approach of Section 2 can no longer be used.
Instead variables and constraints of the IP will be added to the
IP during the course of solving by methods known as ‘pric-
ing’ and ‘cutting’ respectively. We show that in some cases
only a finite subset of the full set of variables and constraints
need be added to find a provably optimal solution.
We will initially restrict attention to problems where each
constraint in the underlying IP is a linear constraint corre-
sponding to a ground clause in some first-order language and
these (perhaps infinitely many) ground clauses are defined
as the set of all ground instances of some finite collection
of first-order clauses. Formally, we consider the problem of
finding a minimal cost Herbrand model: given (1) a set of
clauses T in some first-order language L and (2) a cost func-
tion c : BL → R+, mapping each ground atom in the Her-
brand base to a non-negative real, then our goal is either to
find a Herbrand model I of T which is guaranteed to min-
imise the sum of the costs of true ground atoms, or to estab-
lish that there is no Herbrand model for T .
The IP encoding of the problem is straightforward. For
each ground atom Atom ∈ BL there is a binary IP variable
x(Atom) with objective coefficient c(Atom). Only a finite
subset of these IP variables ever get explicitly represented in
the IP. There is also a linear inequality for each grounding of
each of clauses in T . For a ground clause: ¬Atom1 ∨ · · · ∨
¬Atomr′∨Atomr′+1∨· · ·∨Atomr the corresponding linear
inequality is:
[1− x(Atom1)] + · · ·+ [1− x(Atomr′)]
+x(Atomr′+1) + · · ·+ x(Atomr)) ≥ 1
(1)
Call such inequalities clausal inequalities [3]. Of course,
only a finite subset of the clausal inequalities are ever present
in the IP.
4 Cut-and-price
Consider first the special case where the first-order language
L contains no function symbols apart from constants, so
BL and thus the number of IP variables and constraints are
both finite. Let n denote the number of variables, and let
x ∈ {0, 1}n denote a generic candidate solution to the IP.
Typically, the strategy for solving such an IP would involve
solving the linear relaxation of the IP which provides a use-
ful global lower bound on any optimal solution. The linear
relaxation is the linear program (LP) which results from re-
laxing the integrality constraint x ∈ {0, 1}n to x ∈ [0, 1]n.
However, if there were very many ground clauses (= very
many clausal inequalities) then solving this LP (which we
call the full LP) could be slow. A cutting plane approach
addresses this problem: a small number (perhaps zero) of lin-
ear inequalities from the full LP are included in an initial LP.
This initial LP is solved producing a solution x∗. There is
then a search for one or more linear inequalities from the full
LP which x∗ does not satisfy; such inequalities are known as
cutting planes or cuts. If any cuts are found they are added to
the initial LP which is then re-solved, generating a new solu-
tion x∗. This process continues until no cuts can be found, at
which point we have an optimal solution to the full LP even
though (typically) we have not added all its linear inequali-
ties. This approach can be strengthened by not only using in-
equalities from the full LP but additional inequalities which
follow from assuming that x is integer-valued. Adding such
additional inequalities results in a LP whose solution provides
a better lower bound on the IP solution.
It may be that the number of variables in the full LP (i.e.
the size of the Herbrand base) is also so big as to cause prob-
lems. To get round this problem one can adopt a pricing strat-
egy, where in an initial LP only a small number (perhaps zero)
of variables are used. All omitted variables are implicitly
fixed to have value zero, so if an omitted variable appears in a
clausal inequality it is replaced with a zero. Once this initial
LP is solved there is then a search for currently omitted vari-
ables which, if allowed to take a value other than zero, would
allow a better solution to the current LP (better either in terms
of feasibility or objective value). If the current LP has a so-
lution then any variable with negative reduced cost allows an
improvement. Reduced costs are now explained. If the cur-
rent LP has a solution x∗ then there will also be a solution,
call it λ∗ ∈ Rm+ , to its dual, which assigns a non-negative
real value λ∗j (j = 1, . . . ,m) to each of the m inequalities in
the LP. Let ax(Atom),j be the coefficient of variable x(Atom)
in inequality j, then the reduced cost for x(Atom) associated
with solution x∗ is c(x(Atom))−
∑m
j=1 λ
∗
jax(Atom),j . (If the
current LP is infeasible then there will be a vectorλ∗ ∈ Rm+ of
dual Farkas multipliers which allows ‘improving’ variables
to be identified in a similar way, a process called Farkas pric-
ing.) If the current LP has a solution and no omitted variable
with negative reduced cost can be found then it follows that
the current set of variables is enough to get an optimal solu-
tion to the LP.
The cut-and-price approach used in this paper rests on the
simple observation that both cutting and pricing can still be
used when the ‘pool’ of available inequalities and variables
are allowed to be infinite, rather than just very large but finite.
This means that the above described price-and-cut approach
can be applied when there is no restriction on the first-order
language. So from now on we will remove the restriction
to finite Herbrand bases and consider general first-order lan-
guages.
5 Generating cuts from first-order clauses
We now consider how to find cutting planes, a problem
known as the separation problem. Let T be a set of first-order
clauses (a CNF formula). For the time being we will make the
simplifying assumption that any substitution that grounds all
the negative literals in a first-order clause in T determines a
grounding for all positive literals in the clause. We will later
consider how this restriction can be relaxed.
Given a solution x∗ to an LP whose inequalities are a finite
set of ground instances of these clauses, the problem is to
find a new ground instance of some first-order clause in T
which x∗ does not satisfy. This is done by considering each
first-order clause in turn and for each doing a simple depth-
first search for a suitable ground instance. Each state of this
search is a 4-tuple (θ, z, n, p) where θ is a substitution, n is a
set of ground atoms representing negative literals, p a set of
ground positive literals and z ∈ R+ is an activity value equal
to
∑
Atom∈n[1−x
∗(Atom)]+
∑
Atom∈p[x
∗(Atom)]. A state
is a goal state if (i) θ is a complete grounding of the first-order
clause and (ii) z < 1. The initial state is (∅, 0, ∅, ∅). We first
illustrate the search process by example, and then describe it
formally. Consider the following clause
¬male(X) ∨ ¬parent(X,Y ) ∨ father(X,Y )
and LP solution x∗ where x∗(male(bob)) = 0.4,
x∗(parent(bob, jim)) = 0.5 and x∗(parent(bob, alice)) =
0.9.
The search grounds a given negative literal by scanning
the LP solution x∗ for atoms such that x∗(Atom) > 0 and
which unify with the negative literal. In this example, we
have x∗(male(bob)) = 0.4, so we can ground the first lit-
eral using the substitution {X/bob} and increase the activity
value to 1-0.4 = 0.6, allowing the search to move to state:
({X/bob}, 0.6, {male(bob)}, ∅).
Suppose next that the search uses the
fact that x∗(parent(bob, jim)) = 0.5 to
unify Y with jim. This leads to state:
({X/bob, Y/jim}, 1.1, {male(bob), parent(bob, jim)}, ∅).
This is a fail-state since 1.1 > 1 and so the search
would backtrack and use x∗(parent(bob, alice) =
0.9 to unify Y with alice, leading to state:
({X/bob, Y/alice}, 0.7, {male(bob), parent(bob, alice)}, ∅).
Both negative literals are now ground and since the clause
satisfies the restriction mentioned above, the positive literal is
also ground and is the atom x(father(bob, alice)). Suppose
now that x(father(bob, alice)) is an omitted variable so its
value is zero in x∗. In this case we have reached the goal state:
({X/bob, Y/alice}, 0.7, {male(bob), parent(bob, alice)},
{father(bob, alice}) which corresponds to the cut
[1 − x(male(bob))] + [1 − x(parent(bob, alice))] ≥ 1.
Note that this inequality: [1 − x(male(bob))] + [1 −
x(parent(bob, alice))] + x(father(bob, alice)) ≥ 1
could only be generated if the currently-omitted variable
x(father(bob, alice)) were created—an issue discussed in
the next section.
The search for cuts from first-order clauses is now formally
described. We assume that all negative literals precede pos-
itive literals in each first-order clause and that any ground-
ing of all negative literals determines a unique grounding for
all positive literals. If the current state is (θ, z, n, p) and the
next literal in the first-order clause is ¬Atom then succes-
sor states are of the form (θθ′, z + [1 − x∗(Atomθθ′)], n ∪
{Atomθθ′}, p) where Atomθθ′ is a grounding of Atom
such that x∗(Atomθθ′) > 0. If the next literal is a pos-
itive literal Atom then Atomθ will be ground, and the
unique successor state is (θ, z+x∗(Atomθ), n, p∪{Atomθ})
where x∗(Atomθ) is defined to be zero if the LP variable
x∗(Atomθ) does not currently exist.
Note that this search will always terminate since the fol-
lowing are all finite: (1) the number of atoms Atom such that
x∗(Atom) > 0, (2) the number of first-order clauses and (3)
the length of each first-order clause. Moreover, for similar
reasons the number of cuts which can be generated by this
search is also finite.
6 Generating ground atoms
In a typical cut-and-price approach, pricing—the search for
improving variables—is done separately from cutting, and
indeed, earlier (unpublished) work of ours took just this ap-
proach. However, it is possible to efficiently generate improv-
ing variables as part of cut generation, avoiding the need for
a separate search. This is the approach taken here.
Recall that the reduced cost of a variable is c(x(Atom))−∑m
j=1 λ
∗
jax(Atom),j from which it immediately follows that a
variable can only have negative reduced cost if its associated
ground atom appears as a positive literal in at least one of the
m ground clauses. (The only ‘reason’ for setting a ground
atom to true is if doing so ‘helps’ satisfy a (ground instance
of) a clause.) This leads to the following very simple pric-
ing strategy: for each clausal inequality in the current LP en-
sure that all variables corresponding to positive literals exist
in the LP (creating them if necessary). A drawback of this ap-
proach is that it may lead to the creation of more LP variables
than necessary—since we create all LP variables which might
conceivably have negative reduced cost rather than search for
those that definitely do. The simplicity and efficiency of cre-
ating new inequalities and new variables simultaneously is
however sufficient compensation.
So, in the example cut given in Section 5 we would
create the missing variable x(father(bob, jim)) and add
it to the generated cut giving [1 − x(male(bob))] +
[1 − x(parent(bob, alice))] + x(father(bob, jim)) ≥ 1
This is still a cut for the current LP solution x∗
since x∗(father(bob, jim)) = 0. However now that
x(father(bob, jim)) exists in the LP a better solution where
x(father(bob, jim)) has a positive value may be possible.
7 Branch-price-and-cut
Our approach is to create an initial IP with no variables and
no inequalities and to search for cuts (for the IP’s linear relax-
ation) using the method given in Section 5, adding variables
at the same time, as described in Section 6. Assuming at
least one cut is found this produces a new linear relaxation
for which cuts are sought (and new variables generated) in
the same way. This process continues until no further cuts
can be found. However, we have no guarantee that this will
terminate since the problem of determining whether a set of
first-order clauses even has a model is undecidable. In prac-
tice, we impose a time limit and admit defeat if it is reached
before the problem is solved.
If the cut-generating process terminates, the objective
value of the solution (x∗) to this final LP provides a global
lower bound on solutions to the IP. If x∗ happens to be
an integer solution then the IP is solved. However, typi-
cally this is not the case and there will be fractional values
x∗(Atom) where 0 < x∗(Atom) < 1. If this is the case
we branch on some fractional variable creating two subprob-
lems, one wherex(Atom) = 0 (Atom is false) and one where
x(Atom) = 1 (Atom is true). The solving process then con-
tinues recursively: each subproblem is attacked in the same
way as the original global problem. This method of solving
IPs is known as branch-price-and-cut.
8 Defining a problem instance
A problem instance is a triple (L, T, c)— a first-order lan-
guage, a set of clauses and a cost function—and is defined
by writing a logic program in Mercury. Mercury [11] is
a strongly-typed, purely declarative logic programming lan-
guage where the user is obliged to declare types, modes and
determinisms for each predicate definition in a logic pro-
gram. This allows Mercury programs to be compiled to C
and thence to native code. The result is much faster execution
than Prolog.
To define a problem instance the user must first define the
first-order language for the instance. This is done via a Mer-
cury type declaration specifying the Herbrand base BL. For
example, this type declaration:
:- type atom --->
f(int,list(int)) ; cb(int,list(int)).
declares that BL includes f(3,[2,4]), f(9,[2,4,4]),
cb(2,[4]), cb(200,[5,6]), and all other (infinitely
many) similarly typed ground atoms. (Note that one can
view integers as abbreviations for ground terms in some suit-
able first-order language, where, for example, “2” abbreviates
“s(s(0))”.)
Secondly, the user is required to declare the cost function
by defining a semi-deterministic predicate mapping atoms to
floats. Continuing our example, we might have:
:- pred cost(atom::in,
float::out) is semidet.
cost(cb(X,L),1.0/float(X)).
cost(f(X,[H|T]),0.01).
The “semidet” (i.e. semi-deterministic) declaration states that
cost/2 either maps an input ground atom to a unique float
or fails. Note that ground atoms in BL are ground terms in
the Mercury program, so that the problem-defining Mercury
program is, in effect, a meta-program. Allowing failure in
cost/2 is just for convenience since this relieves the user
from having to explicitly define zero costs: a ground atom for
which cost/2 fails implicitly has zero cost. In this particu-
lar case, cost/2 always succeeds so the Mercury compiler
will internally convert cost/2 into a function.
Thirdly, the user must represent the first-order clauses.
Continuing our example suppose this clause were in T :
∀N,L : ¬f(N,L)∨ f(N +1, [N +1|L])∨ cb(N,L), then it
would be represented in the problem-defining Mercury pro-
gram as follows:
clause("2") -->
neglit_out(f(N,L)), neglit(f(N,L)),
poslit(f(N+1,[N+1|L])), poslit(cb(N,L)).
Here DCG-notation is being used, so each of the 5 literals in
the Mercury clause has 2 extra variables which are not ex-
plicitly represented. These extra variables represent states of
the search for cuts which was described in Section 5. "2" is
just an arbitrary identifier for the clause. Note that there are
2 Mercury predicates for the negative literal f(N,L). The
first, neglit_out/3, generates a grounding from the cur-
rent LP solution and the second, neglit/3, does everything
else that is necessary. This division of labour is for reasons
of efficiency and could perhaps be hidden from the user by
some syntactic sugar.
Given an LP solution x∗, the Mercury goal
clause("2",S0,S4) is called where S0 will be
unified with a ground term representing the initial state of the
search. If this goal succeeds then S4 will represent a goal
state of the search from which a cut can be extracted and
added to the LP. Using Mercury’s builtin-in solutions/2
predicate (Mercury’s version of Prolog’s findall/3) we
can find all valid instantiations of S4 and thus all groundings
of the clause which are cuts for x∗.
8.1 Using context predicates
This Mercury clause
clause("walls") -->
neglit_out(position(I,X1,Y1)),
neglit_out(position(I+1,X2,Y2)),
{wall_between(I,X1,Y1,X2,Y2)},
neglit(position(I,X1,Y1)),
neglit(position(I+1,X2,Y2)).
generates ground instances of the clause
¬position(I,X1,Y1) ∨ ¬position(I + 1,X2,Y2) but only
those where wall_between(I,X1,Y1,X2,Y2) is true.
(The curly brackets indicates that no extra ‘state’ arguments
are added.) wall_between/5 is a context predicatewhose
definition is given by a normal Mercury clause, for example:
wall_between(I,X,Y,X+1,Y) :- I mod 3 = 0.
The set of true ground atoms for a context predicate are
fixed (by its definition in the problem-defining Mercury pro-
gram) before solving even begins. Such atoms are implicitly
in BL but since their truth values are given it would be inef-
ficient to represent them by IP variables. Context predicates
play a similar role to evidence predicates in MLNs.
folinear.c
cfoilp.c
mfoilp.m
SCIP
prob.m
(CPLEX)
Figure 1: MFOILP implementation. CPLEX, if available, used by
SCIP for solving LPs
In the first paragraph of Section 5 we promised to remove
the restriction that the negative literals in a clause must deter-
mine a grounding for the positive literals. The use of context
predicates allows the removal of this restriction since they can
be used instead to generate the required grounding.
9 Implementation
Our branch-price-and-cut algorithm for finding
minimal cost Herbrand models is called MFOILP
(https://bitbucket.org/jamescussens/mfoilp/)
and is implemented in C and Mercury using the SCIP Opti-
mization Suite [2]. Fig 1 shows how MFOILP is organised.
MFOILP is essentially the SCIP solver equipped with an ex-
tra constraint handler called folinear which handles con-
straints which are first-order clauses. Just like the 30 con-
straint handlers already included in the current version of
SCIP, folinear provides callbacks for checking whether
candidate solutions meet constraints, generating cuts, etc.
The problem instance is defined by Mercury predicate def-
initions in the Mercury program prob.m. prob.m must
be compiled before solving begins. Once object code for
prob.m has been generated it is then linked with (already-
generated) object code for the rest of MFOILP thus generating
a problem instance-specific executablewhich is then executed
to solve the problem. A Makefile is used to keep track of
what, if anything, needs recompiling before solving begins.
10 Using MFOILP
Whether a given problem with first-order clausal constraints
is solvable, and if so whether reasonably quickly, is largely
determined by the problem at hand.
We have tested MFOILP on a number of problems where
BL is infinite. We have checked that when each clause in T
has a negative literal then MFOILP immediately deduces that
setting all atoms in BL to false is an optimal solution. If each
clause in T is definite (has exactly one positive literal) then
MFOILP generates the minimal model for T , familiar from
logic programming theory, irrespective of the cost function.
(Of course, this generation does not terminate if the minimal
model is infinite!)
We have created an infinite maze problem where (i) an
agent has to keep moving (to an adjacent location) until it
reaches a goal location, (ii) where walls appear and disappear
dynamically (see the clause in Section 8.1), and (iii) where
each move has unit cost. We did not include a clause stating
that the agent must stop once it reaches a goal state, leaving
MFOILP to deduce that to keep moving would be suboptimal.
Defining a goal location thus:
goal(X,Y):-X > 1,Y > 4 and stating that the
agent must be at square (0,0) at time point 0, MFOILP finds
a minimal cost route of 7 steps to the goal location (2,5)
in 5.09 seconds using a single core of a 1.7GHz laptop.
MFOILP generates over 14,000 ground clauses but only 305
ground atoms. The branching in our branch-price-and-cut
algorithm created 4889 nodes in the search tree. The 14,000
ground clauses are not distinct since, at present, we allow
SCIP to remove ‘old’ cuts which are not tight for the current
linear relaxation solution. This keeps the size of each LP
small—the largest one had only 140 constraints—but means
that discarded cuts might need to be re-found later on.
We have also created variants of this problem where the
problem was not solved within a 30 minute cutoff. Gen-
erally, in our ‘maze’ experiments we have observed that if
MFOILP can find an optimal solution it can quickly prove that
it is optimal, but in other cases no feasible solution can be
found (not even suboptimal ones). At present MFOILP relies
on SCIP’s default primal heuristics to generate candidate so-
lutions. In our maze experiments SCIP’s ‘simplerounding’
algorithm, which generates integer solutions from LP relax-
ation solutions, was what produced candidate solutions when
MFOILP succeeded. We expect that it would be beneficial to
add to MFOILP a specialised primal heuristic which gener-
ates candidate Herbrand models. Some variant of the stan-
dard method for generating the minimal model of a definite
program would be worth exploring.
11 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented methods for integrating first-
order logical inference into integer programming, focusing
on the problem of finding a minimal cost Herbrand model.
Note that the MAP problem for MLNs is a special case of
this problem. We hope that this paper will stimulate further
work in this direction, since much remains to be done.
Most importantly, automatic reformulation of IP problems
posed in terms of (first-order) clauses is needed. Representing
each (ground) clausal constraint by its corresponding clausal
inequality (1), as MFOILP does, is known to be a poor IP for-
mulation since it leads to a weak LP relaxation. This issue
has been analysed in some depth (for propositional logic) by
Hooker [3] who provides the following example. Given a
CNF with these 4 clauses x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3, x1 ∨ x4, x2 ∨ x4 and
x3 ∨ x4, the best formulation (the ‘convex hull’ formulation)
is not the corresponding 4 clausal inequalities but this single
inequality: x1 + x2 + x3 +2x4 ≥ 3. Hooker also shows how
adding clausal inequalities which are produced by resolution
on initially-given (propositional) clauses can tighten the lin-
ear relaxation. Applying first-order resolution on first-order
clauses is thus particularly attractive since it amounts to doing
very many propositional resolutions in one step.
The big win achieved by reformulating the link prediction
(LP) MLN MAP problem (see Section 2.1) is thus just one
example of a general phenomenon. Our expectation is that
having an initial representation in first-order logic will make
it easier for a problem to be automatically transformed into a
better formulation.
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